Metal Working
Battle Abbey in the late eleventh century of c Aedric who
cast the bells (qui signafundebat) '.x It is likely that most
early monastic peals were cast in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the monastery by, or under the supervision
of, the brethren. But in the twelfth century, when Ralph
Breton gave money to Rochester Cathedral Priory for
a bell, in memory of his brother, the sacrist sent a broken
bell up to London to be recast.2 Possibly the craftsman
who recast this bell was the Alwold 4 campanarius ' who
was working in London about H50.3 Another early
bell-founder was Beneit le Seynter, sheriff of London in
I2i6.4 Mr. Stahlschmidt interprets this founder's name
as c ceinturier' or girdler, and there was at Worcester in
the thirteenth century a family whose members bore
indifferently the name of ' Ceynturer ' and * Belleyeter 7.5
The demand for bells could hardly have been large
enough to enable a craftsman to specialize entirely in
that branch ; a bell-maker would always have been
primarily a founder, and according as the main portion
of his trade lay in casting buckles and other fittings for
belts, or pots, or bells, he would be known as a girdler,
a potter, or a bell-founder.6 On the other hand,
M. Fagniez says that ' sainterius ', the title applied to
Thomas de Claville, who recast a bell for Notre Dame in
1397, is ' fait sur le vieux nom frangais des cloches saints
. . . qui se rattache a signa \7 This is borne out by the
1	Chron. Battle Abbey (ed.-Lower), 17.
2	Cott. MS. Vesp. A, 22, f. 88.
3	Stahlschmidt, London Bell-founders, 72.	4 Ibid,. 3.
s Ex. inf. Mr. C. H. Vellacott, from Assize Roll.
(t Most of the London founders recorded by Mr. Stahlschmidt
as known or possible bell-founders used the title ' potter '.—
Loc. cit., 72-4.	' Docts, velatifs d I'histoire de I'Industrie, ii. 67.
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